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Abstract— In this paper we present a multi agent system
for communication in the transport sector. It is part of an
‘Intelligent Communication Platform for Multi Modal Transport’
that is called MamMoeT. The motivation for a communication
platform stems from the observed need for support in maintaining
evolving partnerships as well as for the establishment of new
partnerships. We observed a lack of commonly accepted tools to
obtain quantifiable and live information. Examples include the
position of freight and vehicles, the expected arrival and waiting
times as well as alternative routes and transport modes.

We show that a multi agent system is appropriate for practical
application. In the transport sector (which is distributed by
nature) a system in which each logistic party has a representative
autonomous agent matches the requirements better than one
central information system would. Our system explicitly addresses
the transparency and privacy issues in order to increase the level
of acceptance of this type of software platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport sector is under pressure across the world.
Overloaded roads lead to both economical and ecological
problems. The goal of this paper is to explore new modelling
methodologies in the development of automated systems to
relieve the current pressure. Recently governments have paid
more and more attention to a ‘modal shift’ of transport which
aims at relieving the road networks by shifting transport
activities to other modes of travel including the combination
of different modes.

The MamMoeT project (‘Intelligent Communication Plat-
form for Multi Modal Transport’) [2] is designed to support
this modal shift. The development of the platform is guided by
a representative group of transport companies. In cooperation
with these companies, a review of existing transport supporting
systems in the Benelux and Europe has been carried out [3].

The transport sector is inherently distributed and the com-
plexity of a distributed environment is particularly hard to man-
age through conventional systems, as has been demonstrated in
earlier attempts [3]. Companies and individuals often belong
to multiple ‘logistic chains’ and cultural differences result in
very complex and fuzzy relationships between the numerous
parties.

The advantages of an architecture based on autonomous
agents became apparent in our discussions with our represen-
tative group of real world users. This research investigates

the applicability of software ‘representatives’ which can be
constantly active (i.e. while one is not online), guarding one’s
business concerns in an intelligent way.

The rationale for an agent based intelligent communication
platform is threefold:

1) There is a need for support to easily find partners in the
logistic chain. Logistics companies want to avoid empty
transport and manufacturers require information about
alternative transport solutions. Often, a loader (an organ-
iser of transport flow) has connections with well known
partners. However, during busy times the loader lacks
knowledge of other possibilities. Moreover, knowledge
about alternative transport modes (and a combination of
them) can help in reducing time and costs.

2) A more efficient information flow is needed. For exam-
ple, loaders currently lack information about the position
of freight and the expected arrival times. Although useful
information is spread across the different users in the
transport network, it is often not in the right place, not
at the right time nor in the right format.

3) The transport domain, which is distributed by nature [8],
requires a corresponding approach. An agent based
approach increases the maintainability and flexibility
of a distributed system [11]. Moreover, it should be
easier to integrate existing system (e.g. the COMPRIS
project [3]).

This paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly discuss
related work on multi agent systems for the transport domain.
Then we present a multi agent architecture. The main idea is
a one-to-one mapping. Market mechanisms represent groups
of trusted personal contacts, an auction system, control groups
and aggregation of information. Since the trust of end users in
the system is very important, all the market mechanisms are
modelled with privacy issues in mind. Next we describe an
illustrative example to clarify the system and show its benefits.
Finally we rephrase the main characteristics of the system, we
discuss the added value of the system, and we point out future
directions for research.

II. RELATED WORK

This article builds on the literature and achievements in
the fields of multi agent systems [17] and transport [14]. To
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communicate successfully, agents need a common ontology.
A commercial product, called MAGENTA (Mobile Agents for
Telecommunication Applications) offers support in scheduling
for ‘very large crude carriers’ [9]. Its knowledge domain is
modelled through an ontology management toolkit. A virtual
market engine supports designing and debugging agent related
features.

MamMoeT provides an agent based platform, to support
a virtual community in which companies are represented by
agents. Cristo [6] describes characteristics of virtual communi-
ties, the complexity of virtual worlds, characteristics of agent
communities and explains the importance of negotiation in
agent communities. Patel et al. [15] discuss the modelling of
trust and reputation in agent based virtual communities with
unreliable agents.

In recent years, the Flemish and European authorities have
been promoting the modal shift (from road to rail, to inland
waterways or to any combination of alternative modes). One
objective is to relieve the roads from excessivly heavy traffic.
A considerable effort has been put into the modal shift. Many
related projects (see [3]) were launched very recently. This
ignited several research projects (especially in the inland navi-
gation sector) introducing new terms like River Information
Services. Unfortunately, some projects have failed due to
privacy problems, the lack of commonly used standards and
a missing supporting basis. One critical point is the end user
trust. Single ‘mode’ approaches for public transport [5], or for
road traffic (e.g. Teleroute, see [3]) have been more successful
than for inland navigation.

Consider, for example, the BIVAS (see [3]) project. BIVAS
is a virtual market system for bargees and loaders. At one
side of the virtual market, bargees look for transport demands
placed by loaders. Loaders on the other hand, look for available
barges. BIVAS never came into use, as companies did not like
the idea of a public list of transport demands and supplies. This
was no irrational fear. A party who is both transport supplier
and demander (or pretends to be), can see all the information.
Potential strategic movements of companies could easily be
concluded in such a system.

Teleroute (see [3]) is an online freight and vehicle com-
mercial exchange system, which has been very successful. It
provides a platform similar to BIVAS in road transport, but
it works with closed user groups of participants who know
each other well. Privileges are given in the sense that one first
addresses partners with an excellent reputation. If no solution
is found, a group of partners with a lower reputation will be
contacted and so on. Outside the rather private closed user
groups, only statistical information about orders is visible.

Teleroute succeeded because it took appropriate privacy
considerations into account. Privacy related terms such as
trust and confidence also gained interest in AgentLink’s recent
roadmap [10] and in the PISA project (Privacy Incorporated
Software Agent [4]).

Systems that address freight handling and transport already
exist within isolated companies, especially in road transport.
Since data is internally used, privacy surveillance is not nec-

essarily implemented. Such single modal solutions are not fit
for integration with other systems or to support multi modal
transport.

This article contributes to the mentioned fields, by providing
a practical example of using Multi agent systems in the sector
of multimodal transport, to increase communications while
keeping privacy and trust issues in mind.

III. ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will explain the conceptual architecture
of MamMoeT.

The central idea behind the MamMoeT system is a one-to-
one mapping from the real world to a computational model,
which is shown in figure 1. Each transport sector participant
is mapped to a personal representative agent. Such an agent
typically resides on a central server, and is steered by its user
via a personal computer with an Internet connection. Users
with more than average computing power, for instance large
shipping companies, could have their own server with their part
of the system. Other users can steer their agent by cellphone.

An essential property of this system is the fact that the
agents are always online. A typical request in a ‘manual’
system of phone calls requires people to react to phone calls
and to be available at a certain time. However, in this system
an agent is always online. This means that all questions can
be easily and quickly handled. For instance, in the shipping
example, it is no longer a waste of time for a loader to
check the availability of twenty more bargees after finding out
about two available bargees. Moreover, it becomes possible to
respond quickly at unusual times. For instance, an agent of a
bargee could react to an urgent request overnight by telling
a requesting loader that the bargee will be available the day
after.

Central to our system is a negotiation agent. Each market
participant gets one negotiation agent and participates in the
(virtual ánd real) market via this agent. As a negotiation agent
is highly personal, it is customisable by its owner.

A second kind of agent is an information agent. An infor-
mation agent does not really participate in the market. Its only
purpose is to provide information to the negotiation agents. An
information agent typically represents a generally accessible
source of information in the real world, for instance, a weather
forecasting agent.

An advantage of multi agent platforms is their extensibility.
It is possible to add new kinds of agents to an existing platform
without breaking its structure. We foresee reasoner agents and
observer agents. A reasoner agent releases a negotiating agent
from calculations. For example, if the reasoner agent resides
on a lightweight platform. An observer agent is one that allows
another agent to subscribe to a certain topic and to be notified
when an interesting fact happens.

The straightforward mapping of the real world to a com-
putational one simplifies software development. It imposes a
clear model. Publications in the field of user interface design
point out the importance of such models (e.g. [16]). Trust is a
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Fig. 1. Mapping the real world to a software agent platform

major issue. Previous attempts failed due to privacy and trust
issues.

IV. MARKET MECHANISMS

The goal of the MamMoeT project is to make the market
more transparent. To achieve this, we provide the following
market mechanisms:

1) trusted personal contacts to express preference for cer-
tain agents,

2) an auction system to negotiate with unknown agents,
3) a control group to follow up an agreement,
4) aggregation of information to spread a market overview.

Our market mechanisms all incorporate privacy issues, and are
explained next.

A. Trusted personal contacts

In a real-world market, each participant builds knowledge
of trusted or distrusted partners over time. After successful
business with a certain partner, one is likely to trust that partner
better. The notion of a group of trusted partners is captured
in our virtual platform. Each negotiation agent can build its
own list of trusted partners. Information flows easily towards
personal contacts, without many restrictions.

In the most basic case, a simple list of personal contacts
is maintained. Each agent on the list is trusted more than any
agent outside the list. An alternative is to assign different trust
figures. For instance, figures could range from 1 to 5. The
higher its attached figure, the more an agent is trusted. Low

figures could even be used to decrease trust, below the trust
put in an unknown agent. The most straightforward way to
represent this, is through negative numbers.

A list of contacts with varying trust figures results in a
cascading view on the multi agent platform, as depicted in
figure 2.

At the moment, we explicitly build a list of trusted partners.
A user tells his/her agent what figures should be assigned
to each other agent, based on knowledge about the market
participant represented by that particular agent. In the future
we want to help or even automate this process. To do so,
a system needs to keep track of experiences, and requires a
notion of reputation [12], [7].

B. Auction system

It is not always possible to exclusively do business with
trusted partners. A starting company for instance, might have
no trusted partners at all. An experienced company might start
completely new activities, or it might be confronted with all
its trusted partners being occupied.

Therefore, a wider negotiation system must be possible. We
provide a blackboard, on which anonymous requests or offers
can be posted, and on which bids can be made. This auction
system has two control mechanisms: (1) liability of posting
and (2) constraining the group of allowed viewers.

This auction system provides anonymity. A possible abuse
is the following: A false order or offer could be posted with
the mere purpose of gathering information, never intending



Fig. 2. Cascading groups of agents

to actually negotiate about a demand or supply. To counter
this kind of abuse, posts must be traceable to their posters.
Although a post is anonymous, if need be, the auction system
can reveal a malicious poster [13].

The anonymity of posting is meant to protect the poster
of an order or an offer. The possibility of constraining the
group of allowed viewers of a post increases that protection.
In this way, the blackboard looks different depending on who
is looking at it. For instance, an order in the area of Antwerp
could be viewable for users in the area of Antwerp only. In this
way, a loader can prevent his intentions to be spread across
the whole world.

C. Control group

After establishing an agreement, a control group needs to
be determined, to react on unexpected events (our second
rationale for using an agent based intelligent communication
platform). Partners who agreed on a transport, trace the order.
Thus, it is possible to react to unexpected events, and possibly
reschedule dependent activities on time. The ellipse in figure 1
depicts a control group. In section V-B, we will elaborate on
the virtue of a control group when facing unexpected events.

D. Aggregation of information

Consider the following scenario. A transport demander
makes a request and knows there is only one supplier who
can grant that request. The demander negotiates with the
supplier as if many other suppliers could grant the request.
The supplier does not realise the uniqueness of his/her position
and accepts too low a price. This scenario shows the need
for transparency in any market. Participants need a transparent
view of the market, so that it is not possible to exploit unevenly
spread information. On the other hand, wide distribution of
information is unacceptable for the reasons discussed above.

We adopt Teleroute’s solution: aggregation of information.
Only statistical information about the market is spread, so that
participants are well aware of their market position while no
private information needs to be revealed. As a clarification,
consider users A, B and C who have earned an amount
of money equal to a, b and c Euro, by covering respective
distances of α, β, γ kilometres. If aggregated information is

spread, it might mention (a + b + c)/(α + β + γ) Euro has
been paid per kilometre, but it mustn’t mention that user B
has earned β Euro.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Consider, in this example, a shipping company specialis-
ing in producing fertilisers, established at location A and a
customer at location B who ordered 280 tons of fertiliser.
For transport handling, the customer appeals to a loader and
provides some time constraints.

A. Defects in the current situation

It is quite common that the loader (or transport company in
general) makes agreements by telephone. This results in avoid-
able costs (personnel, time, infrastructure). Due to the lack
of standards concerning formats on (electronic) documents,
employees often produce the same information multiple times
e.g. they type in text that was sent by fax, after it was discussed
on the telephone first.

Moreover, when the known contacts do not allow the
accepted tasks, the loader has to cancel some orders and may
in the long term, lose some good relations.

Currently it is not easy to efficiently communicate events
that happen somewhere in the system. When parties belonging
to different ‘logistic chains’ want to communicate, they often
face large administrative burdens. There is an obvious need for
a streamlined communication between parties with the right
privileges.

B. Opportunities with a multi agent system

The following procedure is depicted in figure 3. To establish
an agreement, the loader first refers to his group of most trusted
partners (the inner group in figure 2 or the area labelled 1
in figure 3). The loader sends the business data (the freight
and place characteristics) to all his trusted partners. The agent
of each partner checks if they are available, after which
negotiation can begin. This simple request/reaction removes
a lot of burdensome tasks on its own. In the current situation,
when no multi agent system is used, some person has to call
the trusted partners. In our system, all of this is automatised
through software agents, in such a way that no burdensome
phone calls have to be made.

If more groups of trusted partners are specified, the loader
can send his request in the next group if no transporter is found
in the previous one (label 2 in figure 3). When no agreement
can be established within the loader’s outer group of trusted
partners, the loader can post an anonymous transport request
on a blackboard (label 3 in figure 3). Any agent can read this
blackboard and react to the party that posted on it, without
knowing its identity. In this way it is possible to post messages
without revealing tactical information.

After establishing an agreement, a control group is formed
containing the loader, the depicted transporters, the skipper and
eventually other agents which are in some way connected to
the transport chain (e.g. the customer, transshipment company).
If an unexpected event happens, causing the delivery to be
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delayed, the involved parties are informed so that they can
take appropriate action.

Regularly, unforeseen occurrences take place that impact
upon different parties somewhere in the system. In our multi
agent system such events can be handled efficiently. A com-
pany can make a submission for specific events (e.g. sudden
changes in the water level of waterways) with an observer
agent. As soon as a government publishes this event on a
specific trajectory, the registered companies for which this is
relevant will receive a notification.

A slightly different situation arises when companies be-
longing to the same transport chain set up communication.
Consider a contract between a skipper, a loader and a customer
belonging to the same ‘agent community model’. As soon as
the loader perceives an abnormal delay on the trajectory of the
assigned transporters, a report will be sent to the other parties.
That is very important as the customer can thus reschedule for
extra constraints in the supply chain. An even more complex
situation arises when communities are entangled. Suppose that
the transporter in the scenario has a consecutive transport with
a different loader and customer. In that situation, information
has to flow efficiently from one community to another.

The agent based approach thus brings in the following
advantages:

1) It diminishes administrative burden (avoiding prompting
duplicate information) by constantly being online via the
personal negotiation agent.

2) It presents a transparent view of the market while
preserving privacy.

3) The different modal transport sub-domains are coupled.
4) Efficient communication between related partners is sup-

ported.

VI. CONCLUSION

The transport and logistics domain is very complex and
automatisation for decision support has not yet found its way
to the majority of parties in the sector. In this paper, we
presented an architecture through which, by making the market
partly more transparent, transport players can more easily meet
the orders of the day and construct long term relationships.
When facing the diversity of problems in the sector, a multi
agent system is very applicable to tackle negotiation, commu-
nication and cooperation problems. A multi agent architecture
enables information flow more efficiently than any ‘manual’
information flow could. This control over the complexity is
made possible by the agent paradigm offering a next step in
abstraction.

We aim to demonstrate the usefulness of the multi agent
approach with the MamMoeT project. Advantages over the last
few years in the field of multi agent systems are used to build
a practical application. The communication system is meant to
be used in Flanders and eventually outside the region. We do
have a very good relationship with potential users to make sure
our approach is appropriate. For instance, the user group made
us aware of the privacy concerns discussed earlier, resulting in
a strong focus on privacy issues in the research project.

This project is ongoing. The system still has to be fully
implemented, although at the time of writing a robust frame-
work is established. One of the important remaining tasks is
developing a trust enhancing user interface. Such an interface
has to look and feel consistent with the inner workings
of MamMoeT, so that an end user will notice the privacy



measures and be inclined to trust the system (See [1] for
the importance of trust inducing user interfaces and security
indicators).

Once the goals described in this article are completed, fur-
ther research into decision support for the multimodal transport
sector will be desirable. For example, several planning tools
could be integrated in the platform: production planning, lock
planning, vehicle routing. As we use a multi agent system, it
should be possible to add specialised agents while maintaining
the already present structure.
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